Background 22 Emerging mosquito-borne viruses like Zika, dengue, and chikungunya pose a major threat to 23 public health, especially in low-income regions of Central and South America, southeast Asia, 24 and the Caribbean. Outbreaks of these diseases are likely to have long-term social and economic 25 consequences due to Zika-induced congenital microcephaly and other complications. Larval 26 control of the container-inhabiting mosquitoes that transmit these infections is an important tool 27 for mitigating outbreaks. However, metapopulation theory suggests that spatiotemporally uneven 28 larvicide treatment can impede control effectiveness, as recolonization compensates for mortality 29 within patches. Coordinating the timing of treatment among patches could therefore substantially 30 improve epidemic control, but we must also consider economic constraints, since coordination 31 may have costs that divert resources from treatment.
Costs can also take the form of time delays since time spent communicating with other regions or 109 waiting for other regions to be ready for coordinated treatment can delay the start of treatment in 110 an affected patch. Previous findings suggest that surveillance resulting in earlier treatment after 111 an outbreak is most effective in reducing human infections [28] . Even if coordinated treatment 112 has the potential to improve disease control, the reduction in efficacy from delaying treatment 113 may outweigh the benefits from coordination. To answer these questions, we build on a spatially explicit SIR model first presented in [28] . We 119 examine two different possible costs of coordination: costs in time or costs in resources. We then 120 examine three different coordination scenarios: no coordination, coordination with nearest 121 geographic neighbors, and coordination with both nearest and second nearest neighbors to 122 determine the optimal level of coordination, given different assumptions about the method of 123 surveillance used to determine treatment decisions and the costs of coordination among patches.
124
Methods 125 We assume the landscape is divided into a simple 5 by 4 grid of identical habitat patches, where 126 patch size is defined as the scale over which adult mosquitoes migrate. Mosquitoes disperse 127 among adjacent patches with equal probability (Table S1 ). We assume humans are mobile 128 enough at the spatial scale of the model that a mosquito in any patch can bite any human (but see [27] for analyses in which this assumption is relaxed). The time scale of the model is such that 130 we assume a fixed human population (no human birth or death).
131
Mosquito population dynamics and disease transmission dynamics are described by a series of 132 discrete time, SIR-type difference equations. These equations are the same as in [28] (reproduced 133 in Appendix 1 for ease of readership). During the period of surveillance and control, 134 participating patches are treated the following day when a threshold for control is exceeded 135 (Table S1 ). For simplicity, we assume that all mosquito control targets larvae (larvicide or source 136 reduction), a common form of control for container-inhabiting mosquitoes [13, 29, 30] . When a 137 patch is treated, its larval mosquito population is reduced for ten days (adult mosquitoes are not 138 directly affected; Table S1 ). 139 We examined two different types of surveillance data as the trigger for implementation of larval 140 control: total adult mosquitoes per patch and infected adult mosquitoes per patch. We used the 141 surveillance metric of total adult mosquitoes per patch because previous work found that was the 142 most effective surveillance tactic [28] . We also used the metric of infected adult mosquitoes per 143 patch to compare the effects of coordination when surveillance is based on demographic vs. 144 epidemiological information (see [28] for description of other surveillance methods.)
145
For each surveillance method, we also examined two different treatment thresholds, since 146 previous work indicated that the sensitivity of the treatment threshold can influence the relative 147 effectiveness of different methods of mosquito surveillance [28] . In the high sensitivity 148 condition, the thresholds for treatment were: one infected mosquito for the epidemiological-149 based surveillance, or 10% of mean pre-control adult mosquito abundance for demographic-150 based surveillance. In the low sensitivity condition, the thresholds were: five infected mosquitoes 8 151 for the epidemiological-based surveillance, or 50% of mean pre-control adult mosquito 152 abundance for demographic-based surveillance (Table S1 ).
153
Types of coordination 154 We define a patch's nearest neighbors as all patches orthogonally and diagonally adjacent to it 155 (adult mosquito dispersal occurs only between patches that are nearest neighbors). We define a 156 patch's second nearest neighbors as all patches adjacent to its nearest neighbors. For each 157 combination of surveillance method and treatment threshold, we examined three types of 158 coordination. In the no coordination condition, each patch was treated with larvicide the day 159 following when its own threshold for control was exceeded (either the number of adult 160 mosquitoes or the number of infected mosquitoes, depending on the type of surveillance).
161
In the nearest neighbor condition, when a patch's threshold for control was exceeded, the focal 162 patch was treated the next day and its nearest neighbors were treated one day later. In the second 163 nearest neighbor condition, when a patch's threshold for control was exceeded, the focal patch, 164 its nearest neighbors, and its second nearest neighbors were all treated, with nearest neighbors 165 treated the day after the focal patch and second nearest neighbors treated one day after that.
166

Types of costs 167
The effect of coordination among patches on the efficiency of control may depend on the types 168 of costs associated with coordination. We examined three alternate assumptions about the costs 169 of coordination: no costs, costs in time, and costs in resources. In the "no costs" scenario, we 170 assume coordination causes no change in the timing or efficacy of larval control. In the "costs in 9 171 time" scenario, we assume coordination causes delays in treatment. In the "costs in resources" 172 scenario, we assume that coordination reduces larvicide efficacy in each treated patch.
173
Coordinating with nearby patches may delay control implementation because it takes time for 174 jurisdictions to communicate their surveillance findings with each other. In addition, staff 175 employed in coordination efforts may reduce staff available for control, resulting in additional 176 delays (even if it does not otherwise reduce efficacy). Under this "costs in time" scenario, we 177 assumed that the greater the scale of coordination, the greater the delay it causes. Thus, nearest 178 neighbor coordination causes control in all treated patches to be delayed by one additional day 179 and second nearest neighbor coordination causes control in all treated patches to be delayed by 180 two additional days.
181
If the agencies or individuals responsible for control have limited financial resources, money 182 spent on coordination may mean less money available to spend on actual treatment. There may 183 therefore be a trade-off between treatment efficacy (defined as the fraction of larvae killed by 184 treatment) and the scale of coordination. In previous work [28] , it was assumed that treatment is 185 100% effective (all larvae in a treated patch are killed). Under this "costs in resources" scenario, 186 we assume that there is 100% treatment efficacy only in the absence of coordination, and that 187 coordination reduces efficacy, with greater scales of coordination causing greater reductions 188 (Table S1 ). Although the magnitude of the costs in our simulation were arbitrarily chosen, our 189 results should give insight into whether costs of coordination influence the optimal control 190 strategy and therefore whether empirical estimation of costs is useful to inform control.
191
For each combination of surveillance type, treatment threshold, and cost scenario, we performed 192 100 simulation runs. In keeping with previous work, for each simulation run, 16 out of 20 10 193 patches were chosen randomly to participate in surveillance and treatment [28] . This is to 194 simulate the realistic scenario in which not all patches can participate in surveillance for reasons 195 unrelated to mosquito or disease dynamics (such as inaccessibility or private land). We assume 196 that the goal of mosquito control is to reduce the number of human infections during an 197 epidemic; thus, for each run, we calculated the percent reduction in human infections compared 198 to the case in which no control is implemented.
199
Results
200
Surveillance based on number of adult mosquitoes 201 We find that when surveillance is demographic (based on the number of adult mosquitoes), the 202 optimal level of coordination for outbreak mitigation depends on both the sensitivity of the 203 vector control threshold and the type of coordination costs. When demographic surveillance is 204 highly sensitive and there are no costs associated with coordination, vector control in response to 205 the nearest neighbors' treatment thresholds being triggered has a very small benefit compared to 206 no coordination (Fig 1) . Coordination with second nearest neighbors has no additional benefit 207 over coordination with only the nearest neighbors. In contrast, when surveillance is less sensitive 208 and there are no costs of coordination, coordinating with nearest neighbors reduces human 209 infections more than not coordinating. Coordinating with second nearest neighbors reduces 210 human infections even further (Fig 1) . the control threshold = 50% average pre-control abundance. In the "no costs" scenario (left 223 panels), control in response to neighbors' surveillance information has no additional costs. In the 224 "time costs" scenario (central panels), coordination with first or second nearest neighbors delays 225 treatment for one or two days, respectively. In the "resource costs" scenario (right panels), 226 coordination with neighbors reduces the efficacy of treatment (juveniles are reduced by 90% or 227 80% instead of 100%).
228
When demographic surveillance is highly sensitive, and coordination causes a delay in treatment, 229 we find that coordinating with nearest neighbors has little effect on epidemic control outcomes 230 compared to not coordinating (Fig 1) . Furthermore, coordinating with second nearest neighbors 231 has worse outcomes than not coordinating at all. In contrast, when surveillance is less sensitive, 232 coordination with nearest neighbors improves epidemic outcomes even when coordination 233 causes a delay. Coordinating with second nearest neighbors also improves outcomes over not 234 coordinating but has no additional benefit over coordinating only with nearest neighbors (Fig. 1) . 235 When we assume that coordination is costly in resources (leading to a reduction in larvicide 236 efficacy), we find that for highly sensitive demographic surveillance, coordination with nearest 237 neighbors leads to worse control outcomes than no coordination (Fig 1) . Furthermore, 238 coordinating with second nearest neighbors leads to much worse outcomes than either no 239 coordination or coordination with only nearest neighbors. However, when coordination is costly 240 in resources and surveillance is less sensitive, coordinating with nearest neighbors is better than 241 not coordinating. Coordinating with second nearest neighbors also improves outcomes over not 242 coordinating but not as much as only coordinating with nearest neighbors (Fig 1) .
243
Surveillance based on number of infected mosquitoes 12 244 When surveillance is epidemiological (based on the number of infected mosquitoes) rather than 245 demographic, we find that the effect of coordination depends on the type of costs but not the 246 sensitivity of detection. Without any costs of coordination, coordinating with nearest neighbors 247 achieves a greater reduction in human infections than not coordinating (Fig 2) . Coordination with 248 second nearest neighbors has little or no additional benefit over coordination with nearest 249 neighbors. When coordination is costly in time, coordination with nearest neighbors achieves the greatest 268 reduction in human infections (Fig 2) . Coordinating with second nearest neighbors also achieves 269 greater infection reduction than not coordinating at all but has less benefit than only coordinating 270 with nearest neighbors (Fig 2) . When coordination is costly in resources, coordinating with 271 nearest neighbors still achieves the best control outcomes, but coordinating with second nearest 272 neighbors leads to worse infection outcomes than not coordinating at all (Fig 2) .
273
These results suggest that when surveillance is epidemiological, the optimal level of coordination 274 is nearest neighbors, regardless of costs or sensitivity. Inclusion of second nearest neighbors does 275 not substantially improve infection reduction and can even detract from infection reduction, 276 depending on the coordination costs. It is also important to note that epidemiological surveillance 277 was much less effective than demographic surveillance, regardless of the type of coordination 278 employed (Figs 1 and 2) . Emerging mosquito-borne infectious diseases like Zika, chikungunya, and dengue represent an 281 urgent public health threat that is likely to grow in severity as climate change facilitates host 282 range expansion [9] . Population control of the mosquito vectors that transmit these infections 283 remains the main tool for mitigating epidemics. However, the often cryptic and patchily 284 distributed habitat in which these mosquitoes oviposit makes control resource-intensive [19] and 285 makes it difficult for all patches in the landscape to participate in surveillance and treatment.
286
In addition, the greatest disease burden of many arboviruses occurs in resource-limited regions of 287 Latin America and southeast Asia [4, 31] where there may be limited staff and funds available for 288 vector control. It is therefore important to allocate surveillance and control efforts efficiently to 289 maximize their effect on reducing human infections.
290
Because of metapopulation dynamics, coordinating the timing of habitat treatment across the 291 landscape has the potential to improve the efficiency of control [27, 28] . However, if coordination 292 efforts require time and money, it is important to know under what circumstances coordination is 293 worthwhile and when it is instead better to allocate those resources elsewhere.
294
Our simulations suggest that the ideal level of coordination in vector control efforts among 295 neighboring patches depends on the type of cost associated with coordination, as well as both the 296 type and sensitivity of surveillance on which treatment decisions are based. When control 297 agencies can enact highly sensitive surveillance based on the number of adult mosquitoes, there 298 is little to be gained from coordination, and even small costs in either time or resources are likely 299 to outweigh the benefits. This is mostly because at high sensitivity of detection, very high 300 reduction in infections can be accomplished without coordination among patches. However, this 301 level of sensitivity most likely represents an uncommon, best-case scenario, particularly in low 302 income countries.
303
When demographic surveillance is less sensitive or when control decisions are based on 304 surveillance of infected mosquitoes, coordination between adjacent patches can substantially 305 improve epidemic control outcomes compared to each patch enacting control independently.
306
This benefit of coordination persists even when it causes a delay in treatment or a reduction in 307 resources available for larval control. When surveillance is epidemiological, the ideal spatial 308 scale for coordination of mosquito control is the scale over which adult mosquitoes migrate 309 (adjacent patches). When surveillance is demographic, coordinating on a larger spatial scale can 310 be beneficial if it does not reduce the efficacy of treatment within patches.
311
Previous work has found that larval control based on surveillance of adult mosquito numbers is 312 much more effective at reducing human infections than control based on surveillance of 313 mosquito infections [28] . Our results show that even with coordination, epidemiological 314 surveillance does not achieve the same reduction in human infections as demographic 315 surveillance (Figs 1 and 2) . However, in realistic epidemic scenarios, funding for control may 316 not be available until after an infection is introduced, particularly in resource-limited areas [32] .
317
In addition, chemical larvicide may have environmental side effects that must be balanced 318 against disease prevention. Given that vector control in response to highly sensitive demographic 319 surveillance is not always possible, coordination of vector control has the potential to improve 320 epidemic mitigation under a broad range of realistic surveillance scenarios.
321
For simplicity, the present work focuses on larval control, since that is the life stage commonly 322 targeted in local and community-based mosquito control efforts [13, 29, 30] . However, it is 323 important to note that mosquito control efforts may involve a combination of larvicide and 324 adulticide [13, 18] . Research examining how targeting adults vs. larvae will influence the efficacy 325 of mosquito control at mitigating an arboviral epidemic is currently underway.
326
Conclusions 327
Our findings suggest that coordination in surveillance and control among neighboring patches 328 can improve arboviral epidemic outcomes under a range of realistic circumstances, even when 329 costs of coordination are considered. However, the nature of costs and the sensitivity of 330 surveillance are both important factors in the benefit of coordination and the ideal scale over 331 which to communicate surveillance findings.
332
While we did not examine the effect of varying the magnitude of coordination costs, our findings 333 suggest that it is likely to be important in assessing under what conditions coordination will be 334 beneficial. It would be useful for future theoretical work to examine the threshold costs beyond 335 which coordination ceases to be worthwhile under various circumstances. Overall, our findings 336 suggest that greater coordination among local vector control agents has significant potential to 337 reduce the severity of mosquito-borne epidemics, but accurate estimations of the costs associated 338 with coordination are needed to inform best practices for mosquito control implementation.
